To include non-binary branchings as well I suggest the following recursive formula g/if= ~21= 1 g/n/= 2 g/21 ~',~I + g/31 j=l ~'jl + ...
... + g/n-2/ j~= g/j/ + F/n-I/ ~] + I
where n is the number of elements in the string.
Accordingly, more than I00 000 different structures can be assigned to a I0 element string, and 1. A well-known point is that unambiguity cannot always be ensured by grammatical means even for artificial languages whose structure is immensely less complicated [2] . It is worth mentioning that the authors of ALGOL-68 decided to let some ambiguities remain in the language as it could have been eliminated but by making the grammar a lot more complicated [3] .
Where does the majority of syntactic ambiguities in natural languages come from?
I. There is a number of words with varying scopes and vice versa: some words may fall within the scope of several different words and it cannot be determined by formal syntactic means -nor yet by semantic ones at times -whose soope they really fall within. These two things often combine, especially in complex genitive constructions. A fine Russian specimen of which is as loll ows: several locally ambiguous parts in the sentence and they are independent from each other, the number of ambiguities for the whole sentence will considerably increase: it will be the arithmetic product of the numbers of independent local ambiguities.
~uestions of tacti.c9
The above numeric data clearly show how hopsless it is to simple proceed by checking on all the theoretically possible structures. But it is also apparent that syntax-directed parsing systems will fsil in a considerable number of cases just because the sentence structure is syntactically undetermined E4~. The development of an effective analyzer is at least as much a mathematical as a linguistic problem.
The most important demands a parsing algorithm should meet are as follows-/i/ It should be able to determine all the conceivable parsinge that a given sentence is assigned by a particular grammar.
/ii/ It should be consistent in the sense that one parsing could not be arrived at but in one single way. b/ How could we prevent getting into a blind alley at least in some cases?
The answer to these questions ms~7 be different, of course, for each algorithm and plays a subordinate thongh extremely important role regarding the "strate~" applied. 
B^. =o.
The only handleap of DSm51ki's method is that impasses can be recognized only after the algorithm has got into them --the algorithm cannot pick out the paths that will lead into an impasse later on. So we have modified the algorithm and instead of using DSmSlki~s vector B -that would'activate ~ the first position of each of the ruleswe let only those of the rules become active that provide /direct or indirect/ continuation of the paths that have already proved to be legal [6] . (In most cases some kind of a push down store is applied.) /ii/ The ps.rse~sthat proceed with a "minimum width"
and the "steepest slope', while gradually extending the elements of the symbol string take the first opportunity to apply a rule and will not extend the analysis to a new symbol until there are new rules that could be built on the rules applied so far.
We could mention as an example for the first method the ~kai-Nagao algorithm [14] [15] the Cocks algorithm c/ the possibility of testin~ each segment in complete separation from all the other segments; d/ the fact that the twoaided approach leads to much fewer unnecessqry pert results than either Cock's or the well-known top-to-bottom algorithms. 28
